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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 

 
The computer and technologies has become an integral part of our daily life. 

Such communication, administrative work including entertainment that shown up in 
multimedia format, so have a lot of programs and systems that use to satisfy the needs 
for user. In other word many informative and entertainment can find from your 
computer. 
 One of the most entertainments that popular for relaxation is watching movie. 
User can choose where they want to watching movie such home or cinema. Have a lot 
of systems that support watching movie at home. It make user feel not difference from 
watching in cinema so many users choose to watching movie for relaxation at his / her 
home so the target of this thesis is to develop movie systems by improve recommender 
systems for recommend the movie that pleased of user and help user for determine 
what’s the movie that proper with user. 
 Certainly when we want to watching movie then the question that follow is 
what’s the movie that want to watch. The system can help by recommendation and 
propose the movie to user. The good system will choose the proper and pleased movie 
to user. The later question is How the system know what’s the movie that user like, so 
this is reason, which make organizer want to develop and improve the recommender 
systems for find the movie, which pleased of user and for enhance the quality and 
accuracy of recommender systems.  

The recommender systems are systems for recommending items (e.g. books, 
movies, etc.) to users based on examples of their preferences [1]. Recommender 
systems are widely used in the internet, especially, in E-commerce site to help user to 
get interesting information easily [2]. Many Recommender Systems based on 
Collaborative Filtering, Content-Based Filtering, and Hybrid Filtering [3]. 

Recommender systems [3] are usually classified into three categories, based 
on how recommendation are made (i) Content – Based recommendations learns a 
profile of the users interests based on the features presented in the objects that user 
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has rated. For example, text recommendation systems like the news group filtering 
system NewsWeeder [4] uses the words of their texts as features. Content – Based 
systems require manual intervention and do not scale to large item bases [3]. (ii) 
Collaborative Filtering recommendations use the collaborative of user’s opinion for 
recommending items to a user. Collaborative Filtering systems do not depend on the 
semantics of items under consideration; instead, they automate the recommendation 
process based solely on user’s opinion [3]. (iii) Hybrid recommendations combine two 
or more recommendation techniques to gain better performance with fewer of the 
drawbacks of any individual one. 

Many CF based systems try to integrate Content-Based Filtering (CBF) into CF 
systems in order to improve the quality and accuracy of recommendation results. There 
are three parts of the basis process of the current hybrid system: Entering user’s 
opinion, Finding neighbors and Generating recommendations.  

Most of current hybrid recommender systems face the problem in the part of 
finding neighbor (who have similar tastes with a target user). These systems find 
neighbor by using co-rated items (the same rated items). If each user has rated a small 
number of items so a set of co-rated item is going to be a few number too. Accordingly, 
the quality of the neighbors tend to be poor [1]. This problem is called Sparsity Rating 
problem. 

To reduce the Sparsity Rating problem, many researchers try to generated 
pseudo ratings to fulfill preference data into the system. However, pseudo ratings 
created by the current systems are usually generated by using one criteria such as 
movie type. For example, MovieLens [1] proposed filter bots (information filtering 
agent: IF agent) to generate pseudo ratings but It does not cover all the features of the 
user’s interest. To enhance the quality of pseudo ratings, the user profile that created 
pseudo ratings need to based on multi criteria. 

Moreover, many applications may not be sufficient to consider only two 
dimensions: users and items because other dimensions also affect to the user 
preference when the user selects each movie. To concentrates other dimensions, the 
contextual information of user is used. Therefore, this paper incorporates the 
contextual information into the recommendation process, especially in entering user’s 
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opinion part. In another word, the rating value that assigned by a user to each movie 
depend on where and how the movie has been seen, with whom and at what time. For 
adding those extra dimensions, this paper uses multi regression for creating 
multidimensional user profiles.  

The major purpose of this paper focuses on movie recommender systems to 
enhance the quality and accuracy of recommendation results by using pseudo ratings 
based on multi criteria and concentrates on multidimensional. To create pseudo 
ratings based on multi criteria, this paper considered multi criteria by applying Naïve 
Bayes. Naïve Bayes is a special form of Bayesian network that is widely used for 
support multi criteria in classification [5]. Furthermore, contextual information as 
multidimensional is taken to represent user preference on item correctly. For 
multidimensional, this paper use the multi regression to analyze contextual information. 
 
 
1.1 Recommendation Strategies 
 
1.1.1 Content – Based Filtering (CBF) or Information Filtering (IF) 
 Content - based Filtering (CBF) or Information Filtering (IF) generally maintains 
a profile of the user interests. As a result, Content – based systems tend to filter 
information based on long – term interests. 
 In a content – based system, the items of interest are defined by their 
associated features. A content – based recommender system learns a profile of the 
user interests based on the features presented in items that the user has rated. The 
type of user profile derived by a content – based recommender system depends on 
the learning method employed. Decision tree, neural nets, and vector – based 
representations have all been used. 
 Given a user profile, items are recommended for the user based on similarity 
comparisons between feature weights and those of the user profile. For example, if a 
user profile contains the words “knowledge”, “discovery” and “rules”, a new paper 
about Data Mining is very likely to be recommended to him, because the paper and the 
user profile have words in common. 
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Content - based recommendation is an outgrowth and continuation of 

information filtering research [6]. In a content-based system, the objects of interest are 
defined by their associated features. For example, text recommendation systems like 
the newsgroup filtering system NewsWeeder uses the words of their texts as features A 
content-based recommender learns a profile of the users interests based on the 
features present in objects the user has rated. Schafer, Konstan and Riedl call this 
“item-to-item correlation” The type of user profile derived by a content-based 
recommender depends on the learning method employed Decision trees, neural nets, 
and vector-based representations have all been used.  As in the collaborative case, 
content-based user pro files are long-term models and updated as more evidence 
about user preferences is observed. 
 
1.1.2 Collaborative Filtering (CF) 
 Collaborative Filtering (CF) is one of the most successful and widely adopted 
recommendation technologies to date. This approach is also called as “social filtering” 
or “user – to – user correlation recommendation” because it based on the opinions of 
other users. The CF systems recommend items to a target user based on the opinions 
of other users. These systems employ statistical techniques to find a set of users 
known as “neighbors” that have a history of agreeing with the target user or have 
similar tastes with the target user. Once a neighborhood of users is formed, the 
opinions from those similar people are used to generate recommendations for the 
target user. The principle is that if several members of my community owned and liked 
the movie “Titanic”, then it is highly likely that I will do. 

Collaborative Filtering systems recommend objects for a target user based on 
the opinions of other users by considering how much the target user and another users 
have agreed on other objects in the past [4].  Collaborative filtering algorithms predict 
the rating based on the rating of similar users. 

Collaborative filtering (CF) systems build a database of user opinions of 
available items. They use the database to find users whose opinions are similar (i.e., 
those that are highly correlated) and make predictions of user opinion on an item by 
combining the opinions of other like-minded individuals.  For example, if Sue and Jerry 
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have liked many of the same movies, and Sue liked Titanic, which Jerry hasn't seen 
yet, then the system may recommend Titanic to Jerry. While Tapestry [7], the earliest 
CF system, required explicit user action to retrieve and evaluate ratings, automatic CF 
systems such as GroupLens [8] provide predictions with little or no user effort.  Later 
systems such as Ringo [9] and Bellcore's Video Recommender [10] became widely 
used sources of advice on music and movies respectively.  More recently, a number of 
systems have begun to use observational ratings; the system infers user preferences 
from actions rather than requiring the user to explicitly rate an item. In the past year, a 
wide range of web sites have begun to use CF recommendations in a diverse set of 
domains including books, grocery products, art, entertainment, and information. 
Collaborative filtering techniques can be an important part of a recommender system.  
One key advantage of CF is that it does not consider the content of the items being 
recommended.  Rather than map users to items through "content attributes" or 
"demographics," CF treats each item and user individually.  Accordingly, it becomes 
possible to discover new items of interest simply because other people liked them; it is 
also easier to provide good recommendations even when the attributes of greatest 
interest to users are unknown or hidden.  For example, many movie viewers may not 
want to see a particular actor or genre so much as "a movie that makes me feel good" or 
"a smart, funny movie."  At the same time, CF's dependence on human ratings can be a 
significant drawback.  For a CF system to work well, several users must evaluate each 
item; even then, new items cannot be recommended until some users have taken the 
time to evaluate them.  These limitations, often referred to as the sparsity and first-rater 
problems, cause trouble for users seeking obscure movies (since nobody may have 
rated them) or advice on movies about to be released (since nobody has had a chance 
to evaluate them). 

 
1.1.3 Hybrid Filtering  
 One common thread in the recommendation researches is the need to combine 
recommendation techniques to achieve peak performance. All of the know 
recommendation techniques have strengths and weakness, and many researchers have 
chosen to combine techniques in different ways. Hybrid methods usually combine 
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collaborative filtering and content – based filtering, which is call content/collaborative 
hybrid systems. Such methods are utilized in order to realize the benefits from both 
approaches, while at the same time minimize their disadvantage 

Several systems have tried to combine information filtering and collaborative 
filtering techniques in an effort to overcome the limitations of each.  Fab maintains user 
profiles of interest in web pages using information filtering techniques, but uses 
collaborative filtering techniques to identify profiles with similar tastes.  It then can 
recommend documents across user profiles. [11] Trained the Ripper machine learning 
system with a combination of content data and training data in an effort to produce 
better recommendations.  Researchers working in collaborative filtering have proposed 
techniques for using IF profiles as a fall-back, e.g., by requesting predictions for a 
director or actor when there is no information on the specific movie, or by having dual 
systems and using the IF profile when the CF system cannot produce a high-quality 
recommendation.  

In earlier work, [12] showed that a simple but consistent rating agent, such as 
one that assesses the quality of spelling in a Usenet news article, could be a valuable 
participant in a collaborative filtering community.  In that work, they showed how these 
filterbots—ratings robots that participate as members of a collaborative filtering system 
– helped users who agreed with them by providing more ratings upon which 
recommendations could be made. For users who did not agree with the filterbot, the CF 
framework would notice a low preference correlation and not make use of its ratings.  

 

1.2 Research Objectives 
 

The research focuses on movie recommender systems to enhance the quality and 
accuracy of recommendation results that will serve the following aspect: 

 
1. To solve the Sparsity ratings problem by using pseudo ratings. 
2. To created pseudo rating from user profiles base on multi criteria. 
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3. To incorporate contextual information as multidimensional to represent 

user preference on item correctly. 

1.3 Scope 
 

This research concentrates on movie recommender systems to enhance the 
quality and accuracy of recommendation results by using pseudo rating and 
multidimensional. The domain of recommender system in this research is only movie. 
For create pseudo rating based on multi criteria consider only three criteria, which are 
movie type, period of time and award. This research selects to apply Naïve Bayes to 
manage multi criteria. Furthermore contextual information as multidimensional selected 
to represent user preference on item correctly. For multidimensional, this research 
concentrate on place, time, day and companion. 

 

1.4 Research methodology 
 

In order to achieve the defined objectives above, the following tasks will be 
stated by means of appropriate theoretical work described below: 

 
 1. Study concepts of related technologies 
 2. Define and state the related problem 
 3. Devise an algorithm to create the proposed method 
 4. Implement the prototype system to evaluate the proposed method 

 5.  Write the thesis 
 
Below is a time table covered all of the above tasks. 
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Table 1.1: Research methodology time table 

No Tasks 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
 

11
 

12
 

13
 

14
 

15
 

16
 

17
 

18
 

1 Study concepts of 
related technologies 

                  

2 Define and state the 
related problem 

                  

3 Devise an algorithm to 
create the proposed 
method 

                  

4 Implement the 
prototype system to 
evaluate the 
proposed method 

                  

5 Write the thesis                   
 

1.5 Benefits 
 

To enhance the quality and accuracy of recommendation results for 
recommender systems, which help user to make decision for choose the movie. 
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  CHAPTER II 

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 
 

2.1 Literature review 
 
 In this chapter, we will review the works related to this research. As mentioned 
this research attempt to enhance recommendation quality of the recommender system. 
 
2.1.1 Background of Recommender System 
 Nowadays, one of the most entertainments that popular for relaxation is watching 
movie. User can choose where they want to watching movie such home or cinema. 
Have a lot of systems that support watching movie at home. It make user feel not 
difference from watching in cinema so many users choose to watching movie for 
relaxation at his / her home so the target of this thesis is to develop movie systems by 
improve recommender systems for recommend the movie that pleased of user and help 
user for determine what’s the movie that proper with user. 

Most of current Recommender Systems based on Content-Based Filtering, 
Collaborative Filtering, Demographic Filtering and Hybrid Filtering which are 
concentrated on user and item entities. Many research papers are improved by pointing 
out either Multiple Criteria Rating approach or Multidimensional approach for 
Recommender System. This paper proposes an advanced Recommender System to 
provide higher quality of recommendations by combining the Multiple Criteria rating and 
the Multidimensional approaches. For the Multiple Criteria approach, this paper 
proposed a method that changes the way of weighting to be more suitable and also 
concern about the frequency of the selection movie features. To do Multidimensional 
approach, the Multiple Linear Regression is applied to analyze the contextual 
information of user characteristics. According to the experimental evaluation, the 
combining of Multiple Criteria Rating and Multidimensional approaches provide more 
accurate recommendation results than the current Hybrid Recommender Systems. 
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The recommender systems are systems for recommending items (e.g. books, 

movies, CD’s web pages, newsgroup messages, etc.) to users based on examples of 
their preferences [1]. Recommender systems are widely used in the internet, especially, 
in E-commerce site to help user to get interesting information easily [2]. It is any system 
that produces individualized recommendations as output or has the affect of guiding the 
user in a personalized way to get interesting or useful information in a large space of 
possible option. 
 Recommender systems [3] are usually classified into three categories, based on 
how recommendation are made (i) Content–Based recommender learns a profile of the 
users interests based on the features presented in objects the user has rated. For 
example, text recommendation systems like the news group filtering system News 
Weeder [4] uses the words of their texts as features. Content – Based systems require 
manual intervention and do not scale to large item bases [3]. (ii) Collaborative Filtering 
recommendations that use the collaborative user’s opinion in recommender items to a 
user. Collaborative Filtering systems do not depend on the semantics of items under 
consideration; instead, they automate the recommendation process based solely on 
user opinion [3]. (iii) Hybrid recommendations that combine two or more 
recommendation techniques to gain better performance with fewer of the drawbacks of 
any individual one. 

Many CF based systems try to integrate Content-Based Filtering (CBF) into CF 
systems in order to improve quality and accuracy of recommendation results. CF 
process have three parts (i) Enter user opinion: the input for CF algorithm is list of user’s 
ratings on a set of items. (ii) Find neighbors: compute the degree of similar between the 
actor user that mean the user whose preferences are being predicted and all the other 
users. (iii) Generate recommendations: neighbor who having the highest degree of 
similarity with the active user will generates a prediction for a specific item. In current 
hybrid, CF part still find neighbor (who have similar tastes with a target user) by using 
co-rated items (the same rated items). Therefore, this method faces problem when each 
user has rated a small part of whole items. It causes a set of co-rated item is small. 
Accordingly, quality of the neighbors tend to be poor [1]. This problem is called Sparsity 
rating problem. 
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To reduce the Sparsity rating problem, many researchers try to generated 

pseudo rating to fulfill preference data into the system. However, pseudo rating created 
by the current systems are generated by using one criteria such as movie type. For 
example e-Yawara (extended Yawara)[13], which is the movie system that use only type 
of movie to create user profile. The main problem of this kind system is the user profile 
created by this system does not cover the features of the user interest. Most 
recommender systems deal with single-criterion ratings (such as those by consumers of 
movies and books), but in some applications, multi criteria ratings must be incorporated 
into the methods. The user may have separate sets of preferences for each. Therefore, 
in order to be effective, the matchmaking engine must provide the personalized 
offerings that match well across all criteria [14]. To enhance the quality of pseudo rating, 
the user profile that created pseudo rating should based on multi criteria. This research 
will apply Naïve Bayes to manage multi criteria, which are movie type, period of time 
and award. Naïve Bayes models have been widely used for support multi criteria in 
classification. For example if user A and user B rate the same score for the same movie, 
but user A likes its actor and user B likes its genre. However, current systems conclude 
that neighbors from their systems tend to be of low quality [1]. 

Moreover this research concentrates on contextual information. In current 
system, many applications may not be sufficient to consider only two dimensions: users 
and items because other dimensions also effect to the user preference when the user 
selects each movie such as place, time, day, companion, etc. Therefore this research 
incorporates the contextual information into the recommendation process, especially in 
entering user opinion part. In another word, the rating assigned to each movie provided 
by a user in the research will depend on where and how the movie has been seen, with 
whom and at what time. For adding those extra dimensions, this research uses multi 
regression for create multidimensional user profiles.  
 
2.2 Architecture of Recommender System 
 
 Regarding its general architecture, a recommender system usually has: (i) 
back ground data, which is the information the system has before starting the 
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recommendation process, such as movie information in the movie recommender 
system; (ii) input date, the information the user has to enter in order to get 
recommendations; (iii) an algorithm, that combines background and input data to 
produce recommendations; (vi) output, the recommendations generated by the 
system. This process is shown in Figure 2.1.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2.1: Basic Architecture of Recommender System 
 
 Input: The input to recommender system depends on the type of the employed 
filtering algorithm. 

Rating are normally provided by the user and follow a specified numerical scale 
(For example : The range of the rating has three levels which are -1, 0, 1 (-1 is dislike, 0 
is neutral, 1 is like). These ratings are put in CF table which has two dimensions: user 
and item), where the higher number represents the higher the interest.  
 
 Output: The output of a recommender system can be either Prediction or 
recommendation. A prediction is expressed as numeric value which represents the 
anticipated opinion of active user towards item. The active user refers to a user who is 

Background Data 

Recommendation 
algorithm 

Output or 
Recommendation list 
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interesting with the system. The predicted value should necessarily be within the 
same numerical scale (example: -1 is dislike, 0 is neutral, 1 is like) as the input referring 
to the opinions provided initially by active user. 
 
2.3 Evolution of Recommendation Strategies 
 
 As mentioned, the one important part of basic architecture of recommender 
system is recommendation algorithm (strategy or technique). There are many effective 
algorithms for building recommender systems include the use of Bayesian networks, 
adaptive decision tree, and rule – based systems. In an alternative family of filtering 
techniques, various filtering techniques that support for recommendations have been 
proposed so far. They can be broadly classified into the following approaches, including 
“Content-Based Filtering (CBF) or Information Filtering (IF)”, “Collaborative Filtering (CF)” 
and “Hybrid Filtering”. 
 
2.3.1 Content-Based Filtering (CBF) or Information Filtering (IF) 
 This approach recommends items similar to those a given user has preferred in 
the past based on item content. According to features of items and users preferences, 
the content-based approach automatically determines and updates the profile of each 
user. Given a user profile, items are recommended for the user based on similarity 
comparisons between item feature weights and those of the user profile. Examples of 
content-based Recommender systems include Syskill & Webert for recommending web 
pages, NewsWeeder for recommending news-group messages, and Information Finder 
for recommending textual documents [15]. 

Content-Based filtering (CBF) or Information Filtering (IF) generally maintains a 
profile of the user interests. As a result, content-based systems tend to filter information 
based on long-term interests. 
 The simplest systems require the user to create this profile manually or with 
limited assistance. Examples of these systems include: e-mail filtering software that sorts 
e-mail into categories based on the sender, and a new-product notification services that 
request notification when a new book or album by a favorite author or artist is released. 
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More advanced content-based systems may build a profile by learning the 

user preferences in a content-based system, the items of interest are defined by their 
associated features. For example, text recommendation system likes the newsgroup 
filtering system. NewsWeeder uses the words of their texts as features. A content-based 
recommender system learns a profile of the user’s interests based on the features 
present in items that the user has rated. According to features of items and users 
preferences, the content-based approach automatically learns and adaptively updates 
the profile to each user. 
 The type of user profile derived by a content-based recommender system 
depends on the learning method employed. Decision tree, neural nets, and vector-
based representations have all been used. 
 Given a user profile, items are recommended for the user based on similarity 
comparisons between feature weights and those of the user profile. That is, this 
approach recommends items similar to those given user has liked in the past based on 
the contents of items. The intuition behind is that if the user liked an item in the past, he 
tends to like other items with similar content in the future. 
 For example, if a user buys the “Titanic” DVD collection, the content-based 
system might recommend other romance drama movies, other movies star “Leonardo 
DiCaprio”, or other movies directed by “James Cameron” 
 

Content-Based Filtering Systems 
Many research projects have been using only content-based filtering to 

recommend items, including Maes’ agents for e-mail and Usenet news filtering [16], 
Syskill and Webert for recommending newsgroup messages [17], Information Finder for 
recommending textual document [17], and Lieberman’s Letizia [18] employs learning 
techniques to classify, or recommend documents based on the user’s prior actions. 
Moreover, Cohen’s Ripper system has been used to classify e-mail [19].  Boon [20] 
Proposed alternative approaches using other learning techniques and term frequency. 
The following describes example of content-based systems. 
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Yawara system is a content-based system that relates with our research and 

created by our laboratory members. It is web-based virtual library. It recommends 
document for a user by changing configuration of objects on the strolling space 
(document space), according to successive changes of user’s interest (or user profile) 
in order for a user to understand easily which information in strolling space he or she 
seems to be interested in. It introduces mechanism that the user’s activities on the 
strolling space and user’s interest value towards each document are used to update 
user feature profile. Accordingly, the relationship between user feature and document 
feature will be changed automatically. If relationship between a user and document A is 
closer (or higher similar) than document B, it means that this user is more interested in 
document A than document B. Then this relationship is used to update configuration of 
document objects on the strolling space. For instance, after calculating relationship 
between a user and each document, for all documents, if it expresses that document A 
has higher relationship to such user than document B, then Yawara will display the size 
of document A bigger than the size of document B. 
 In other words, after a user strolls the document space and gives interest values 
for some documents based on how interesting they have towards the documents, then 
his/her user feature profile will be updated to get closer to the document feature of 
interesting documents or needed documents. Flow chart below expresses summary of 
Yawara’s mechanism described above. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2.2: Summary of Yawara’s Mechanism 

For a target user, collect user’s activities on the strolling space and user’s ratings 

Update user feature profile of the target user 

Calculate relationship between user feature of the target user and each Document feature 

Update configuration of all documents according to calculated relationship 
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The characteristic of document feature and user feature in Yawara system is 

described as follows. 
 Document feature is expressed as a vector named “document character vector 
(dch)” which consists of weight of keywords towards the document. For a document Di, 
dchi is shown as follow. 
 
                                                dchi   =   ( wi1, wi2, wi3   )   (2.1) 
 
Where, wji presents a weight for a keyword Kj in a document Dij -1<  w < 1 ; and n is the 
number of keywords. 
 User feature is expressed as a vector named “reading character vector (RCH)”. 
It has same style as the dch. The Keyword set in RCH is same keyword set as in the 
dch, and the initial weight is registered by each user. 
 
                                              RCH     =   (w1, w2, …, wn)                            (2.2) 
 
Where  wi is a weight for a keyword K   that shows how much a user interested in the 
movie in category  Ki;   -1   < w <  1 ;  and  n is the same number of keywords as in the 
dch. 
 

The Advantages of Content-Based Filtering 
Content-Based filtering can be successfully applied to recommend items. The 

CBF system recommends items based on correlations between the content of the items 
and the user’s preferences. It does not require users to know the appropriate query. 
Thus, it can reduce the first two limitations of IR technique mentioned above. Moreover, 
it provides three key advantages that are not provided by Collaborative Filtering: (i) no 
first-rater problem, (ii) no sparisty rating problem, and (iii) no synonymy problem. The 
meaning of these three problems is described in the section about “Limitations of 
Collaborative Filtering” 
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The CBF technique provides the first advantage (i), because CBF 

recommends an item to a user if the user profile and the item share the features in 
common. It does not use opinions of other users. 
 The second (ii) and third (iii) advantages are provided by the CBF, due to the 
fact that, recommendations on items are generated by calculating similarity between 
item features and user feature. It does not use rating values on co-rated items (same 
rated items). 
 

The Limitations of Content-Based Filtering 
While Content-based filtering techniques have been success, but they suffer 

certain drawbacks (i) in some domains, such as movies or music, it cannot successfully 
analyze the content; (ii) no ability to provide serendipitous recommendations; and (iii) no 
ability to filter items based on quality and taste. 
 First, current technology is not able to successfully analyze the content in some 
domains, movies or audio streams. The CBF selects items for the user’s consumption 
based on correlations between the content of the items and the user’s profile of 
preferences. Therefore, the items must be of some machine parsable formats, or 
attributes must have been assigned to the items by hand. With current technology, 
media such as sound, video and some multimedia cannot be analyzed automatically for 
relevant attribute information, in the manner that text can be analyzed. In addition, it is 
not practical or possible to parse other items due to limitations of resources. For 
example, the contents of the Library of Congress may take decades to digitize. 
Furthermore, reviews of items (such as movies) have been used, but it has the problem 
of bias of the reviewers and the reviews are not always available in digital format. 

 Second, it does not provide much in the way of serendipitous discovery. 
Serendipitous discovery means that system will give satisfactory recommendation 
results which users never think before that they will be interested in. People rely on 
exploration and have luck to find new items that they did not know they wanted. A 
person may not know they like watching day time talk shows until they accidentally turn 
to it. However, if the individual’s previous tastes provide no indication of this new 
penchant, the CBF technique will never select such an item for consumption. Without 
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the capability for exploration, the range of items provided to the user could never 
expand. This problem is called the “serendipitous discovery” problem. 
 For another drawback, the CBF is not able to filter items based on quality and 
taste. For example, the text analysis techniques are based on word analysis. Thus, they 
do not consider author’s style of writing. In addition, many of the techniques do not 
consider the structures of the text, such as paragraphs and sections. 
 
2.3.2 Collaborative Filtering (CF) 
 This approach is a so-called social filtering or people-to-people correlation 
recommendation because it is based on opinions of other users. The main task is to 
apply data analysis techniques to the problem of helping users find the items they would 
like to purchase on E-Commerce sites by producing a predicted likeliness score or a list 
of top-N recommended items for a given user. In other words, the principle behind this 
approach is to find users with similar tastes and rely on the preferences of these 
“similar neighbors” to provide recommendations.   
 Collaborative Filtering system recommends items based on the opinions of other 
users who have the similar tastes. It relies on the fact that people’s tastes are not 
randomly distributed: there are general trends and patterns within the taste of a person 
and between groups of people, for instance, a person “Nut” loves Sci-Fi books. 
Therefore, it would be likely that she would be interested in seeing the new “Star Wars” 
movie. 

If people’s preferences were random, no such prediction could be made. But on 
reality, after getting some ideas about a person’s likes and dislikes, we can often predict 
what he/she would like based upon intuition that we have about patterns in people’s 
tastes. 
 Form a real – life example, Jane might also have asked two friends, Helen and 
Barry, for their recommendations. Helen suggests “Pretty Woman” while Barry suggests 
“Face Off”. From past experience, Jane knows that Helen and she have similar tastes, 
while Barry and she does not always agree with together. She therefore, accepts 
Helen’s suggestions and decides to watch “Pretty Woman”. This decision was made 
through Collaborative Filtering, independent of the content of the movies. Collaborative 
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Filtering essentially automates the process of “word – of – mouth” recommendations. 
Except that instead of having to ask a couple friends about a few items, a CF system 
can ask hundreds of other people, and consider hundreds of different items, all 
happening autonomously automatically.  
 

Collaborative Filtering Systems 
Many research projects have exploited the potential of CF in recommender 

systems.  
 Tapestry: The concept of CF originated with the Information Tapestry project at 
Xerox PARC [7].  Among its other features, Tapestry was the first system to support 
collaborative filtering which accepts the ratings or annotations of users for items, in this 
case electronic document such as e-mail and Netnews. Tapestry allows its users to 
evaluate the documents they read by annotating document with text, with numeric 
ratings, and with Boolean ratings. The filters that search the annotations for interesting 
articles however are constructed by the end users, using query language. The query 
may involve many different criteria, including keywords, subject, authors and their like, 
and annotations given the document by others. For example, a reader could request 
articles containing the word “Computer” that his friend has evaluated and where the 
evaluation contains the word, “excellent”. Therefore, they make it possible to request 
documents approved by others.  
 

GroupLens system [21]: It is a classical example of CF based system. 
GroupLens implements a hybrid collaborative filtering system for Usenet news that 
supports content–based filters as users. These filterbots evaluate new articles as soon 
as they are published and enter ratings for those documents. The collaborative filtering 
system treats a filterbot as another ordinary user that enters many ratings. GroupLens 
employs Pearson correlation coefficients to determine similarity value between users. 
That is, it uses similarity between user’s ratings on the same rated items (co-rated items) 
to find similarity value between users. 
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Group Lens Process: 

Step 1: Users are asked to rate each article based on how interesting they found the 
articles. 
 
Step 2: The GroupLens system takes everybody’s ratings on co-rated items (Table 2.1 
shows example of co-rated items) and matches people who agree frequently in order 
to find similarity value between other users with the active user. 
 
Step 3: The particular articles (only articles that active user never rated before) will be 
predicted by forming a weighted average of other user’s opinions (or ratings) giving to 
such article, where the similarity value between each other user and active user is 
considered as a weight. 
 
          (2.3) 
 

iaP ,  represents the prediction for the active user (a) on the item (i). n is the number of 
other users and uaW ,  is the similarity weight between the active user (a) and other user 
(u) as defined by the Pearson correlation coefficient below, where m is the number of 
total co-rated items.  
 

          (2.4) 
 
 

The Advantages of Collaborative Filtering  
 CF system do not use any information regarding the actual content of the 
documents, but use the judgments of human as whether the document is valuable. 
Accordingly, it becomes possible to discover new items of interest simply because other 
people liked them (CF systems provide serendipitous discovery). It is also easier to 
provide good recommendations even when the item attributes of user interest are 
unknown or hidden (independence of content). For example, many movie viewers may 
not want to see a particular actor or genre so much as “a movie that makes me feel 
good” or “a smart, funny movie” (the quality of items and taste on items) 
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The Limitations of Collaborative Filtering 
While collaborative filtering has been a substantial success, there are several 

problems that researchers and commercial application have identified. 
  
Sparsity rating problem 
One of the biggest problems with trying to find recommendations is the extreme 

sparsity of data in our database. 
As problem with the nearest neighbor problems is that as the number of items 

grows, users rate a smaller percentage of the item population. Nearest neighbor 
algorithms require that users have at least two items they have both rated in order to 
correlate them. In a large data set many users may have no correlation at all. Finally, 
the sparsity problem also means that accuracy may suffer because predictions for 
items must be based on only a few ratings. 

Sparsity rating problem occurs when a user is very likely to rate only a small 
percentage of total number of items. In online retailers such as Amazon.com, there are 
millions of books that a user could never possibly rate. The overlap between user’s 
rating (number of co-rated item) is small. Accordingly, it is difficult to find similar people 
for the active user accurately. In other words, the correlations between other user and 
active user based on tiny co-rated item frequently prove themselves to be low quality in 
producing recommendation results for the active user and any user. According, the CF 
system could not produce any recommendation result for that active user. 
 

ColdStarts problem 
 The sparsity problem can be difficult to overcome after users have made a large 
number of recommendations, however it is even harder to overcome when the system 
has only just been started and there are no user recommendations at all. This situation 
is called a coldstart and in this case it is clear that default votes are of no use at all as 
there are no other votes to rely on. 
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Scalability problem 
The other major problem affecting most recommender systems is their ability to 

scale up to large systems. As we already mentioned, Amazon.com’s basic database is 
huge and at tempting most statistical methods on such an amount of data would be 
nearly impossible. 

 As the number of users and items grows, the process of finding neighbors 
becomes very time consuming. In fact the computation is approximately linear with the 
number of users. This is especially problematic for large, high volume websites that 
want to do a lot of personalization among millions items. 

 
Synonymy problem 

 Synonymy refers to the tendency for a number of very similar items to have 
distinct data base entries. For example, two versions of the same item indifferent formats 
or editions. It’s important that this is considered in the design phase of a recommender 
system as it can lead to a considerable waste of data and thus loss of predictive 
accuracy. Although automated methods can be used to unify such items, they can run 
into certain problems. For example, items carrying the same name but being entirely 
different or markedly separate; like a film remake. Thus it is best if synonymy information 
is already present in the database. 
 Different item names may be used for the same objects. The CF techniques 
which use co-rated items in finding correlation between users, cannot find this latent 
association and treats these items differently. For example, one customer purchases ten 
different recycled letter pad products, while another customer purchases ten different 
recycled memo pad products. The CF based systems would see no match between 
product sets in computing correlation and would not be able to discover the latent 
association that they like recycled office products. 
 
2.3.3 Hybrid Filtering  

One common thread in recommendation researches is the need to combine 
recommendation techniques to achieve peak performance. All of the known  
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recommendation techniques have strengths and weakness, and many researchers 
have chosen to combine techniques in different ways. Hybrid recommender systems 
combine two or more recommendation techniques to gain better recommendation 
quality and performance. Hybrid methods usually combine collaborative filtering and 
content-based filtering. Such methods are utilized in order to realize the benefits from 
both approaches, while at the same time minimize their disadvantages. 
 

Hybrid Filtering Systems 
There are various hybrid systems which have combined content-based and 

collaborative filtering, which is called content/collaborative hybrid systems. Burke [3] 
divides combination methods into seven categories weighted, switching, mixed, 
feature combination, cascade, feature augmentation, and meta-level. Following details 
various content / collaborative hybrid systems on each combination method. 

Weighted model: the score of recommended item is computed from the results 
of all of the available recommendation techniques presented in the system. Example is 
P-Tango system [21]. It initially gives collaborative and content-based recommenders 
equal weight, but gradually adjusts the weights as predictions about user ratings are 
confirmed or disconfirmed. 

Switching model: the system uses some criterion to switch between the 
recommendation techniques. The Daily Learner system uses a content/collaborative 
hybrid in which a content-based recommendation method in employed first. If the 
content-based method cannot make a recommendation with sufficient confidence, 
then a CF recommendation is attempt. Tran et al [22] provide another Switching hybrid 
system. 

Mixed model: the recommendations from more than one technique are 
presented together. The PTV system uses this approach to assemble a recommended 
program of television viewing. It uses content-based techniques based on textual 
descriptions of TV shows and collaborative information about the preferences of other 
users. Recommendations from the two techniques are combined together in the final 
suggested program. 
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Port Builder system [23] is another mixed model. It recommends web pages 

using both content-based and collaborative filters. Users are provided a single interface 
of two lists of recommended web sites, one list generated by a collaborative filter, 
another generated by content-based filtering. However, the two lists are not combined 
into a single list with a combined recommendation, nor are the relative strengths of 
each recommendation given, so as to allow the user themselves to globally choose the 
best sites from both lists. 

Feature combination model:  features form different recommendation date 
sources are thrown together into a single recommendation algorithm. Base et al. [11], 
applied an inductive learning approach using ratings and artifact information to predict 
user preferences towards movie. They fad movie date (content features) and training 
data into Ripper, a machine learning tool, in an attempt to produce better 
recommendations than either collaborative or content-based recommendations alone. 

Cascade model:  one recommendation technique is employed first to produce 
a coarse candidate recommendations and a second technique refines the 
recommendations from among the candidate set. Fab, implements a hybrid content-
based collaborative system for recommending Web pages. In Fab, user profiles based 
on the pages a user liked are maintained by using content-based techniques. The 
profiles are directly compared to determine similarity between users in order to make 
collaborative filtering recommendations. The Fab then forwards highly rated 
documents to users with similar profiles. 

Feature augmentation model: one technique is employed to a classification of 
item and them information is then incorporated into the process of the next 
recommendation technique. MovieLens system [24] generated a set of content-based 
agent “filterbot”  using specific criteria. These bots contributed ratings to the database 
of ratings used by the collaborative part of the system, acting as pseudo users. 

Meta-level model: the model generated by one recommendation technique is 
used as input to another. The recommendation is described by Pazzani [25] as 
“collaboration via content”.  A content - based model is built by Winnow for each user 
describing the features that predict restaurants the user likes. 
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The content-based models among users, which are represented as vectors 

of terms and weights, are compared to find similarity between users. The system them 
uses ratings of all similar users to calculate recommendations (collaborative filtering 
procedure). 
 

The Advantages of Hybrid Filtering 
There are 7 categories of combination method used to combine techniques. 

Each category has its advantages to take benefits from all combined techniques and 
reduce some problems of each combined technique. 
 

The Limitations of Hybrid Filtering 
Although the hybrid system based on each combination method can reduce 

many problems of each technique, it remains some problems. There is no combination 
method can reduce all problems of all combined techniques. For example, the 
MovieLens system, which is a Feature Augmentation hybrid system, although the 
MovieLens can solve the first-rater problem in CF technique and lacking of 
serendipitous discovery problem in CBF technique, the sparsity rating problem is still 
unsolved. 
 
2.4 Generating Recommendation 
 

In Recommender System, two basic approaches have emerged for making 
recommendations: Content-Based Filtering and Collaborative Filtering. Particularly, 
many Recommender Systems combine two or more recommendation techniques to 
gain better performance with fewer of the drawbacks of any individual one. 

The CF process has three parts as shown in Figure 2.3. 
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Figure 2.3: CF Process 
 
(i) Entering user’s opinion: the input of CF algorithm is the list of user’s ratings on a set 
of items. For example the range of the rating has three levels which are -1, 0, 1 (-1 is 
dislike, 0 is neutral, 1 is like). These rating are put in CF table (which has two dimension: 
user and item) as shown in Table 2.1. From Table 2.1, the values in the table are rating 
values, which user rates for that movie. 
 

Superman Con Air Titanic . . . 

User A  
(Active user) 

1 1 -1 . . . 

User B 0 0 - . . . 

User C -1 - 1 . . . 

. 

. 

. 

    

Table 2.1: Rating values in CF Table 
 

(ii) Finding neighbors: compute the degree of similar between the active user whose 
preferences are being predicted and other users in the system. The user  who have the 
most similar degree with active user are the neighbors.  The proposed method find 
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neighbor by using co-rated items between active user and other users in the system. 
Co-rated item is the item that user gives the rate on the same item with other users in 
the system as shown in Table 2.2. 
 

Superman Con Air Titanic . . . 

User A  
(Active user) 

1 1 -1 . . . 

User B 0 0 - . . . 

User C -1 - 1 . . . 

. 

. 

. 

    

Table 2.2: Co-rated item and No Co-rated item 
 
The Table 2.2 shows co-rated item on Superman and Con Air between active 

user and user B and no co-rated item on Titanic between active user and user B. 
After finish to find the co-rated item, the system will compute the degree of 

similarity between active user and other users. The user who has degree similar with 
active user is neighbor. The highest similarity degree is equal to the lowest distance. 
For example, if the distance value between active user and user B, user C, user D is X, 
Y and Z respectively then compare value X, Y and Z, The lowest value is lowest distance, 
which is highest similarity degree, Therefore such user is the neighbor with active user.  

For example (1) as shown as below: 
 
 
 
 
 

Co-rated No Co-rated 
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Finding Nemo Con Air Superman Titanic 

User A 
(Active user) 

1 1 -1 1 

User B 0 0 - - 

Table 2.3: Active user and user B 
 

Finding Nemo Con Air Superman Titanic 

User A 
(Active user) 

1 1 -1 1 

User C 1 - 1 -1 

Table 2.4: Active user and user C 
 

Finding Nemo Con Air Superman Titanic 

User 1 
(Active user) 

1 1 -1 1 

User D - 0 1 - 

Table 2.5: Active user and user D 
 

Find the distance from the Table 2.3, Table 2.4 and Table 2.5 by the distance 
equation as shown as follow: 

Distance =             (2.5) 
 

 The distance (active user, User B) =              ²              ² 
      =  
      =  1.41 

Co-rated Co-rated 

Co-rated Co-rated Co-rated 

Co-rated Co-rated 
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The distance (active user, User C) =            ²                ²                  ² 

      = 
      = 2.83 
 

The distance (active user, User D) =              ²               ² 
      =  
      = 2.23 
 

So User B is the best neighbor of Active user because User B has lowest 
distance (highest similarity degree) with Active user.  
 
 (iii) Generating recommendations: The opinion of derived from neighbors are used to 
generate recommendation for the active user. 

In current hybrids, many recommender systems find neighbor by using co-rated 
items but these current systems face the problem when each user has rated a less 
number of items so a set of co-rated item is going to be a few number too as shown in 
Table 2.6. Accordingly, the quality of the neighbors tend to be poor [1]. This problem is 
called Sparsity Rating problem. 
 
 

Superman Con Air Titanic . . . 

User A  
(Active user) 

- - -1 . . . 

User B - 0 - . . . 

User C -1 - - . . . 

. 

. 

. 

    

Table 2.6: Sparsity Rating in CF Table 
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2.5 Multi criteria  
 

Multi criteria analysis, often called multiple criteria decision making (MCDM) by 
the American School and multi criteria decision aid (MCDA) by the European School, is 
a set of methods which allow the aggregation of several evaluation criteria in order to 
choose, rank, sort or describe a set of alternatives (i.e. investment projects, financial 
assets at variable revenue, Financial assets at fixed revenue, dynamic Firms, etc.). It 
also deals with the study of the activity of decision aid to a well identified decision maker 
(i.e. individual, firm, organization, etc.). The development of multi criteria decision aid 
(hence we use this term in the text) began 27 years ago. Its principal objective is to 
provide the decision maker with tools that enable him to advance in solving a decision 
problem (for example, the selection of investment projects for a firm), where several, 
often conflicting multiple criteria must be taken into consideration. 

The current systems generate Pseudo Ratings (Pseudo Ratings are rating that 
predicted by CBF Agent) to fulfill in CF Table. The Pseudo ratings generated from 
current systems usually based on one criteria because a few criteria is easy for 
collecting data and use short computation time but it does not cover all the features of 
the user’s preference and it can make wrong user profile. This research find the 
solution for solve the problem of a few criteria from the current systems. This research 
concentrates two more criteria that use short computation time and easy for collecting 
data and affect for selecting movies which are Release time of movie and Award of 
movie by using Naïve Bayes technique. 

 
 
2.6 Multidimensional 

 
Multidimensional refers to of, or possessing many dimensions. A dimension is 

basically one side of a particular object. Multidimensional, as the word suggests, is 
something that is characterized by more than two dimensions or aspects.  
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This term may be used to refer to something that is tangible, for example, "the 

box has three dimensions", or, it may be used to refer to something that is intangible, for 
example, "the mystery behind the murder is complex, it is multidimensional".  

The opposite of the word multidimensional is the word undimensional, that which 
has no dimensions. In the area of statistics and related areas, multidimensional analysis 
is a procedure that is used to analyze data. It basically categorizes data into two broad 
groups, data dimensions and measurements. 

Traditionally, collaborative, content - based, and hybrid recommender systems 
deal with applications that have two types of entities, users and items (e.g., movies, 
Web pages). First, each user gives ratings to the items that he or she has seen in the 
past, indicating how he or she liked these items. Based on these ratings, recommender 
systems then try to estimate the ratings of the yet unseen items for each user. In other 
words, a recommender system can be viewed as the rating function R that map search 
user / item pair to a particular rating value: R: Users x Items              Ratings.  

Many applications may not be sufficient to consider only two dimensions: users 
and items because other dimensions also affect to the user preference when the user 
selects the movies such as place, time, day, companion, etc. Therefore this paper 
incorporates the contextual information into the recommendation process. For example 
a recommender system may recommend, a different movie depending on whether 
Mary is going to see it with her boyfriend or with her parents [13]. From this example, 
the companion affects to the way of choosing movie by the user as shown in figure 2.4. 
The problem from missing the contextual information into the recommendation process 
which affect to the user preference when the user selects the movies is called Without 
Contextual Information problem. 
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Figure 2.4: Multidimensional Model in the current hybrids system 
 
 

This research concentrates on the contextual information which are place, time, 
date and companion into the recommendation process for cover the affect of the user’s 
preference when the user selects the movies and to cope the Without Contextual 
Information problem. This method will explain in chapter 3. 
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CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 
In this thesis, our primary emphasis is to enhance the quality and accuracy of 

recommendation results. To enhance the quality and accuracy of recommendation 
results, this research focuses on pseudo rating based on multi criteria and concentrates 
on user profile based on multidimensional. This research concentrates on movie 
domain. 

In this chapter, the research methodology for getting high quality and accuracy 
of recommendation results is provided. 
 
3.1 Overview of proposed method 
 
 This research proposes two points. First is creating pseudo rating based on 
multi criteria and second is multidimensional user profile. 
 This research applies Naïve Bayes to generate pseudo rating from user profiles 
which represented on various necessary features. For multidimensional user profile, the 
contextual information as multidimensional should be incorporated to represent about 
the factor which affect to user for choose each movie. This research considers four 
dimensions. There are place, time, date and companion. And use the multi regression 
technique on such four dimensions to create multidimensional user profile.  
 

The first point: Multi criteria pseudo rating 
Most of current hybrid recommender systems face the problem in the part of 

finding neighbor (who have similar tastes with a target user). These systems find 
neighbor by using co-rated items (the same rated items). If each user has rated a small 
number of items so a set of co-rated item is going to be a few number too. Accordingly, 
the quality of the neighbors tend to be poor [1]. This problem is called Sparsity Rating 
problem. 
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To reduce the Sparsity Rating problem, many researchers try to generated 

pseudo ratings to fulfill preference data into the system. However, pseudo ratings 
created by the current systems are usually generated by using one criteria such as 
movie type. For example, MovieLens [1] proposed filter bots (information filtering agent: 
IF agent) to generate pseudo ratings but It does not cover all the features of the user’s 
interest. To enhance the quality of pseudo ratings, the user profile that created pseudo 
ratings need to based on multi criteria. 

 
The second point: Multidimensional user profile 
Many applications may not be sufficient to consider only two dimensions: users 

and items because other dimensions also affect to the user preference when the user 
selects each movie. To concentrates other dimensions, the contextual information of 
user is used. Therefore, this research incorporates the contextual information into the 
recommendation process, especially in entering user’s opinion part. In another word, the 
rating value that assigned by a user to each movie depend on where and how the movie 
has been seen, with whom and at what time. For adding those extra dimensions, this 
research uses multi regression for creating multidimensional user profiles because 
multi regression can support the multi data.  
  
 
3.2 Characteristic of Movie Profile and User Profile 
 

There are two kinds of profile. First is movie profile and the other is user profile. 
 
3.2.1 Movie Profile 

Movie Profile Vector (MPV) 
Target items, movie data are stored in a database with characteristic data for 

each item. The movie characteristics are represented in the form of Movie Profile Vector 
(MPV). To do multi criteria, this research concentrates two more criteria that are easy 
for collecting data and affect for selecting movies which are Release time of movie and 
Award of movie. This vector contains 25 elements (18 elements of movie type feature, 4 
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elements of year feature (Release time) and 3 elements of award feature as shown in 
figure 3.1). 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

Figure 3.1: Movie Features 
 
The MPV is constructed when a new item is inserted into the system. Its 

characteristic is MPV = ((V11, V12,…, V1P1), (V21,…, V2P2), (VN1,…, VNPN)): where Vij is the 
value that represents movie characteristics component j of feature i, P is the number of 
component in each feature and N is number of feature. The represented value in the 
vector is 0 or 1. For example: Movie name “Finding Nemo” has component of each 
feature as Movie type = Animation (3), Release time of the movie = 2000-2004 (3), and 
Award = Oscar (1). It has characteristic MPVFinding Nemo = ((0, 0, 1,0, 0,…, 0),(0, 0, 1, 0), 
(1, 0, 0)) 
 
3.2.2 User Profile  
 User profile has 2 types. The first is User Favorite Vector (UFV) which represents 
the vector that created when each user gives preference to each movie. The other is 
Contextual Information Vector (CIV) which represents the vector that created when each 
user gives contextual information. 
 
 
 

Movie Features

Movie Type 

1. Action               10. Film‐Noir    
2. Adventure      11. Horror 
3. Animation       12. Musical 
4. Children         13. Mystery   
5. Comedy      14. Romance     
6. Crime          15. Sci‐Fi      
7. Documentary  16. Thriller 
8. Drama              17. War  
9. Fantasy           18. Western   
 

Release time

1. 1990‐1994 
2. 1995‐1999 
3. 2000‐2004  
4. 2005‐2009 
 

Award 

1. Oscar
2. Golden Globe 
3. No award 
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User Favorite Vector (UFV) 
This vector shows how much user feel towards what feature affect to the user’s 

opinion in selecting each movie. The UFV will be automatically created every time when 
each user gives opinion for each movie. To create UFV, the MPV is needed to transform 
by multiply the normalized rating value in range 0-1 toward each movie. For example if 
user say that “neutral” (-1 is dislike, 0 is neutral and 1 is like) for the movie “Finding 
Nemo”, then the rating value is normalized to 0.5. After that the transformed 
MPVFinding Nemo = ((0, 0, 0.5, 0, 0,…, 0), (0, 0, 0.5, 0), (0.5, 0, 0)). The UFV (i) is the direct 
sum of the transformed MPVs of all rated movies and then divide by the number of rated 
movies by user (i). As shown in figure 3.2. 

 
 
 

 
 

 
Figure 3.2: Creating User Favorite Vector (UFV) 

 
This research separate UFV (i) to two domains, there are UFVlike(i) and 

UFVdislike(i). If the user (i) give rating -1 (dislike) to each movie then the UFVdislike(i) will be 
updated according to the process explained in figure 3.2. In contrast, if user (i) give 
rating 1 (like) to each movie then the UFVlike(i) will be updated. 
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Contextual Information Vector (CIV) 
Normally, Recommender Systems ask users to give the rating value for the 

movie but now it is not sufficiency. To do the Multidimensional, this research considers 
the contextual information about factor that affect to user for choose each movie which 
are place, time, date and companion. Therefore the system needs to ask users to give 
more information about their contextual information on four dimensions for create 
Contextual Information Vector by using Multi Regression. The form of Multi Regression 
equation is represented as equation (3.1) 

         (3.1) 

where        is rating value,         is dimension j of contextual information and         is the 
coefficient valued of each dimensions. This research considers four dimensions which 
are place, time, day and companion. The coefficient of multi regression is the value that 
our system brings to create contextual user profile. Therefore, the contextual profile of 
user (i) has characteristic as   CIV (i) =                               , where       is the coefficient 
values from Multi Regression equation.  

 
3.3 Finding Neighbor Process 
 
 Neighbor of the active user is derived from two vectors; User Favorite Vector 
(UFV) and Contextual Information Vector (CIV). The Finding Neighbor Process has five 
steps below and shown in figure 3.4. 
 
Step 1: To cover multi criteria, this research create the MPV based on multi criteria 
which are Movie type, Release time of movie and Award of movie. To reduce the 
Sparsity Rating problem, the pseudo ratings generated by using Naïve Bayes to fulfill 
user’s preference data in the CF table. Naïve Bayes is a special form of Bayesian 
network that is widely used for support multi criteria in classification [5]. 
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To generate pseudo rating for none rated movie, MPV (j) is put into Naïve 

Bayes model by using the UFV of user (i) both like and dislike domain. After that, 
pseudo rating (i, j) is the pseudo ratings of user i for movie j which is generated as 
probability value. There are two classes which are like class and dislike class. If the 
probability value of like class higher than dislike class then pseudo rating value is 
positive value. In contrast, if the probability value of dislike class higher than like class 
then pseudo rating value is negative value. The creating pseudo ratings process as 
shown in figure 3.3. The form of Naïve Bayes model as equation (3.2) 

         (3.2)  

where x is our attribute vector and c is our class label 
 

 

Figure 3.3: Creating pseudo ratings process 
 

After the pseudo ratings are put in CF table, the CF table has both real ratings 
and pseudo rating of all user as shown in table 3.1. 
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Superman Con Air Titanic 

 (Active user) 1 1 -1 

User B 0 0 -0.4 

User C -1 0.7 1 

   *Real rating = (-1, 0, 1), Pseudo rating = (-0.4, 0.7) 
 

Table 3.1: Real rating and Pseudo rating in CF Table 
 

Step 2: This research find neighbors from two types of distance. First is the distance of 
co-rated item of both real ratings and pseudo ratings in CF table. The second is the 
distance of contextual profile (CIVs). In this step, this research will be explains finding 
distance of co-rated item. The co-rated items between active user and another user 
seem to be a vector for each user. Then, the distance of co-rated items between each 
pair of user (active user and other user in the system) is calculated by the distance 
equation as represented as equation (3.3). The distance value of each pair of co-rated 
item is called Distance co-rated 
 

Distance       =                                      2              (3.3) 
 
where v1 is element from active user vector, v2  is element from other user vector and i 
is an index of element in the vector. 
  
Step 3: This step will be explains finding the distance of contextual profile (CIVs). To do 
the Multidimensional and reduce the Without Contextual Information problem, the 
Contextual Information Vector (CIV) should be used. To find the distance between each 
pair of users (active user and other user in the system), the distance of their CIVs is 
calculated by using the distance equation (as represented as equation (3.3)). The 
distance value of each pair of CIVs is called Distance CIV 

∑
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Step 4: To consider the neighbor, the Total Distance Value between active user and 
other user in the system is calculated as the following: 

Total Distance   =   Distance co-rated + Distance CIV  (3.4) 
2 

 
Step 5: Neighbors of active user are produced by selecting the user who have the Top-
N smallest value of Total Distance Value toward the active user. 
 
 

 
 

 
Figure 3.4: Finding Neighbor Process 
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CHAPTER IV 

EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATION 

 
This chapter will prove the effectiveness of the proposed method. The 

prototype recommender system on movie domain called ModernizeMovie is created 
to implement and evaluate the proposed method. In this chapter, ModernizeMovie 
shows the Multi criteria Pseudo ratings and Multidimensional user profile to enhance 
the quality and accuracy of recommendation results. 
 
4.1 ModernizeMovie System (Prototype System) 
 

ModernizeMovie is the prototype of Recommender System, which is 
implemented to evaluate the proposed method. In ModernizeMovie, Tomcat 5 on 
window acts as the WWW server. It was implemented by JSP. It uses Microsoft SQL 
Server to be data storage.  

 
The process of the system is classified into three parts: Entering user’s opinion, 

Finding neighbor and Generating recommendations.  
 

4.1.1 Entering user’s opinion 
 Each user starts with registering to the ModernizeMovie system. The registration 
page as shown in Figure 4.1. 

The user can click the register link or register button in the left hand site of web 
page when they want to register to the system. 
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Figure 4.1: Registration page 
 
After that, the search page for entering any desired queries will emerge for 

each user to search for the required movie as shown in Figure 4.2. 
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Figure 4.2: search page 
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The user is allowed to entering any keywords about title, movie type, release 

time of movie (year), award, director, actor and actress to queries the movie from the 
database. The user can click the “Add Movie Details” link in the left hand site of web 
page when they want to add more movies. Then, the result page displays the list of the 
movie search result as shown in Figure 4.3. 

 

 
 

Figure 4.3: Search result page 
 

After user clicks on the movie name on the result page then the user gives 
contextual information and the user’s preference to that movie as shown in Figure 4.4. 
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Figure 4.4: The user gives contextual information and the user’s opinion to the movie 
 

The contextual information is information about where user saw the movie (e.g. 
theater, home), when the movie was seen (e.g. day time or night time on weekday, 
weekend, holiday) and with whom (e.g. family, friend, boyfriend, girlfriend).  

After that, the list of movie which rate by user will shown as Figure 4.5.  
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Figure 4.5: List of movie which rate by user 
 

After finish all processes as above, the UFV and CIV are automatically updated. 
 
4.1.2 Finding neighbor   

To find neighbor, the system find the distance value from two types of distance 
which are the distance of co-rated item and the distance of contextual profile (CIVs). 
These two types of distance are calculated between the active user and other users in 
the system. Then, the total distance is calculated by averaging these two types of 
distance (represented as equation (3.4 in chapter 3)). The selected neighbor is the 
person who has the smallest value of the Total Distance. 
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4.1.3 Generating the recommendations 

As the Recommender System usually show users favorite or like most item, the 
ModernizeMovie System presents the favorite movie list by the Top-N neighbors as the 
recommendations for the active user. The Top-N neighbors in this research are five 
neighbors which have the lowest distance value. The list of the user favorite movies 
from five neighbors as shown in the list favorite movie page as Figure 4.6. 

 

 
 

Figure 4.6: The list of suggestion movies 
 

After that the system will find the average rating of each movie from five 
neighbors by using average equation as equation (4.1) 
 

Average rating of movie (i)    =               (4.1) 
       
where RN1, RN2 ,…,  RN5 are  the rating from each neighbors, and n is the 

number of neighbor who give rate.  
From equation (4.1), the system will consider specific the neighbor who give 

rate for each movie and consider specific the rating from each neighbor. 
 

RN1 + RN2 + RN3 + RN4 + RN5    
          n 
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After that the system will choose the maximum Top-20 average value from all 

movies of the Top-5 neighbors for suggest to the user.  
 
 
4.2 Evaluation the Prototype system 
 
 This section evaluates the ModernizeMovie system which is prototype system.  
 
4.2.1 Objective 

The objective of the experimental evaluation is to prove three assumptions. For 
the experiment  

(i) The results from CF with Pseudo ratings based on Multi criteria are 
better than Pseudo ratings based on Single criteria whether or not. 

(ii) The results from CF with Multidimensional user profile are better than 
the pure CF techniques whether or not.  

(iii) The results from CF with Pseudo ratings based on Multi criteria and 
Multidimensional user profile which is the techniques in ModernizeMovie 
system are better than CF with Pseudo ratings based on Multi criteria 
whether or not.  
 

According to objective (i), this research selected MegaGenreBot which 
concentrates on only movie type to implement the Single criteria system. MegaGenreBot 
[24] was created for each user. This was done by using linear regression and training the 
bot on each user’s training set. The regression coefficients formed an equation that could 
then be used to generate predictions for each other movie from the genre identifiers.  

MegaGenreBot has 3 steps as follow: 
 

(i) Create the Movie Favorite Vector (MFV) 
This step, the system will create movie favorite vector which contains 18 

elements of movie type which are action, adventure, animation, children, comedy, 
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crime, documentary, drama, fantasy, film-noir, horror, musical, mystery, 
romance, sci-fi, thriller, war, and western. 

The MFV is constructed when a new item is inserted into the system. Its 
characteristic is MPV = (V1, V2, …, V18) where V1 - V18 are each element of movie 
type. The represented value in the vector is 0 or 1. 

For example: Movie name “Titanic” as Movie type = drama romance.  
It has characteristic MFVTitanic = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0) 

 
(ii) Create Pseudo rating User Profile Vector (UPV) 

For creating pseudo rating, this step uses the regression equation which 
represented as equation (4.2). 

 
y     =     a + b1x1+ b2x2+…+ bnxn  (4.2) 
 

where y is real rating value of each movie,  a is constant, and x  is type of movie 
and b is the path coefficient in the regression. 

After running regression, the system will get the a, b1…bn coefficient 
then can predict rating which is pseudo rating of MagaGenreBots. 

 
(iii) Finding Neighbor  

This step take pseudo rating value from step (ii) to CF table and find the 
neighbor by using co-rated item to find the distance which explain in chapter 3. 

 
 
4.2.2 Data  
 In the experimental evaluation, the data of 1063 movies was inserted into the movie 
database and 100 users used the system. Total of collected opinion from the experiments 
sum up to 1557 ratings, which are Training set 60% (934 ratings) and Test set 40% (623 
ratings). The minimum number of movies rated by each user is 10. The accuracy of the 
recommendations will be generated by comparing the recommendation with Test set. 
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4.3 Evaluation Criteria 
 
 Three criteria were used for determining the quality and accuracy of the 
recommendations. 
 
 
4.3.1 MAE (Mean Absolute Error) 
 MAE (Mean Absolute Error) [1] is the average absolute deviation between the 
algorithms recommendation value and the user’s actual preference value. The lower MAE is 
the more accurate the results. The form of MAE equation is represented as equation (4.3). 

         (4.3) 
 
where Ri is a recommendation value for each movie in the test set, pi is the users actual 
preference value for each movie in the test set and T is the number of movies in the test set. 
 
4.3.2 F-measure 

F-measure [13] is the weighted harmonic mean of Precision and Recall. The higher 
F-measure is the more accurate the results. The form of F-measure equation is 
represented as equation (4.4).   

 
 

F-measure    =      2 (Recall) (Precision)  (4.4) 
    Recall + Precision 

where Recall (or Sensitivity) is the probability that the relevant items will be accepted 
by the system and Precision (or Positive Predictive Value) is the probability that the 
accepted items are relevant [1].  

If the F-measure values are high, the high quality recommendations and the 
high retrieval capability will be obtained. 
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4.3.3 Coverage 

Coverage [14] is a measure of the percentage of items for which the system 
could provide recommendations. A low coverage value indicates that the Recommender 
System will not be able to assist the user with many of the item user has not rated. A high 
coverage value indicates that the Recommender System will be able to provide 
adequate help in the selection of items that the user is expected to enjoy more. The form 
of Coverage equation is represented as equation (4.5). 

 
Coverage  =     (4.5) 

 
where ni are the items for which user ui has given a rating, and npi is the number of 
those items for which the Recommender System was able to generate a prediction, 
where clearly npi < ni.  
 
4.4 Evaluation Results 
 

Recommender System Techniques MAE F-Measure Coverage 

Collaborative Filtering (CF) 0.25357 0.50183 82.59% 

CF with Pseudo ratings based on Single Criteria 0.19999 0.49512 72.86% 

CF with Pseudo ratings based on Multi criteria 0.15791 0.57161 82.73% 

CF + Multidimensional user profile 0.24135 0.55594 75.86% 

CF with Pseudo ratings based on Multi criteria + 
Multidimensional user profile 

(Modernize Movie System) 

0.12406 0.58489 
 

* Recall = 0.42 
Precision = 0.94 

85.87% 

Table 4.1: Evaluation result of each recommender system techniques 
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This research is employed all criteria in section 4.4 to compare each 

techniques of recommender system. To compare each technique, this research 
simulates the same dataset in each technique.  As the result is shown in the table 4.1, 
the MAE of techniques in ModernizeMovie system is lower than other techniques (pure 
CF, CF with Pseudo ratings based on single criteria, CF with Pseudo ratings based on multi 
criteria, and CF with multidimensional user profile). It can be concluded that 
ModernizeMovie provide more accuracy recommendations than these four other 
techniques. Table 4.1 also shows that the capability of ModernizeMovie in retrieving 
relevant movies is higher than these four other techniques because the F-measure values 
from ModernizeMovie are higher than these four other techniques. In addition, the values of 
coverage from ModernizeMovie are also higher than these four other techniques, so it can 
be concluded that ModernizeMovie provides more adequate help in the selection of items 
that the user is expected to very enjoy than these four other techniques. 

Therefore, it can be concluded that ModernizeMovie provides more quality and 
accuracy recommendation results than other techniques. 
 
4.5 Discussion 
 
 According to the value of the evaluation results, ModernizeMovie provide higher 
quality and accuracy recommendation than other techniques. The reasons are shown 
below.  
 The CF with Pseudo ratings based on single criteria techniques is better than the 
pure CF techniques because the use of pseudo ratings can reduce the Sparsity Rating 
problem which faces in the pure CF techniques. 

To do the multi criteria, this research concentrates on two more criteria that are easy 
for collecting data and affect for selecting movies which are Release time of movie and 
Award of movie. To compare multi criteria and single criteria, the single criteria in this 
research simulates MegaGenreBot which concentrates on movie type only (MegaGenreBot 
process explained in chapter 4.2.1). It can be concluded that pseudo ratings based on 
multi criteria can cover the features of user’s preference more than single criteria so the 
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pseudo ratings based on multi criteria is better than pseudo ratings based on single 
criteria.  

Many applications may not be sufficient to consider only two dimensions: users 
and items because other dimensions also affect to the user preference when the user 
selects each movie. To do the multidimensional user profile. This research selected to 
uses the multi regression to consider other dimensions which are place, time, day and 
companion. The multidimensional user profile can reduce the Without Contextual 
Information problem which faces in the pure CF techniques.  

Since ModernizeMovie system incorporates multidimensional user profile. 
ModernizeMovie system provide better preference than CF with pseudo ratings based 
on multi criteria because it can increase performance by multidimensional user profile 
which cover all affects for choosing each movie of user. 

According to the reason as above can be concluded that the ModernizeMovie 
that uses CF with pseudo ratings based on multi criteria and multidimensional user 
profile is better than the pure CF, CF with Pseudo ratings based on single criteria, CF 
with Pseudo ratings based on multi criteria, and CF with multidimensional because 
ModernizeMovie can reduce both Sparsity Rating problem and the Without Contextual 
Information problem. Moreover ModernizeMovie can cover all the features of user’s 
preference. ModernizeMovie can reduce the problems which face in these four 
techniques so it can be concluded that ModernizeMovie is better than other 
techniques. 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION 

 
In this paper, Multi criteria Pseudo Rating and Multidimensional has been 

proposed to enhance the quality and accuracy of recommendation results.  
The current hybrid systems use Pseudo Ratings to reduce Sparsity Rating 

problem. Pseudo Ratings is usually generated by using one criteria which is not cover 
all the features of the user’s interest. Therefore, this paper creates Pseudo ratings 
based on multi criteria using Naïve Bayes technique to cover all the features of the 
user’s interest and also reduce Sparsity Rating problem. Moreover, the current hybrid 
systems based on only two dimensional (User and Item) which is not sufficient 
because other dimensions are also affect to the user preference when user selects 
each movie. Therefore, this paper incorporates the contextual information which is 
overcome Without Contextual Information problem by using Multi regression for 
creating Multidimensional user profile. For evaluating the proposed method, a movie 
Recommender System called ModernizeMovie has been created by using Multi criteria 
Pseudo ratings and Multidimensional user profile.  According to the experimental 
evaluation, the techniques in ModernizeMovie system provide more quality and 
accuracy of recommendation results.  
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